
How Sample Application works

1. Create new application in open platform

1. Go to Open API (openfuture.io) 
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2. Login or Sign up with your Google Account

3. After successful login you will be redirected to open platform home page

  Figure 2

https://api.openfuture.io/


4. Go to Applications menu where you can see list of created applications
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5. Click Add Application button to create new application

Application name and webhook fields are must be filled parts. Webhook is used to send 
notification invocations. 
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  6. If you click any application in applications list, you will see detailed information
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Access/Secret keys are used by third-party integration like our WordPress plugin. User 
can update their keys in case if someone accessed those keys.

Wallet addresses are either generated by third-party integration like our WordPress 
plugin or users also can generate various blockchain addresses.
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    Figure 7

Private addresses and seed codes are saved in Open Key. After successful wallet generation, it’s public 
address will be pushed to Open State to track any payment transactions for current address. So here we 
see 3 parts of Open Platform integrated. User sends wallet create request to Open API. Open API then 
sends request to Open KEY. After wallet generation, Open KEY returns only public addresses to Open 
API. Last step is Open API will send public address with application webhook address to Open STATE.
From that stage, Open STATE starts to track transactions, and if there is any transaction, Open STATE 
will invoke webhook notification. Our current architecture can track interoperable blockchain 
transactions, and later definitions.



2. How to integrate WordPress Plugin

1. In WordPress WooCommerce installed site, go to plugins
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2. Click Add New button and search for open platform payment gateway

At the result page, you can see Open Platform WordPress plugin
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3. Click install now and activate, after that you can that plugin is activated
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4.  Now go to WooCommerce/Settings/Payments menu to integrate with Open Platform
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5. Enable Open Platform gateway now and manage configurations.
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Paste Access/Secret Keys from Open Platform application. If user wants test, Test Mode
should be enabled, Blockchains are for which of them user wants to accept payments. Also users can 
enable logging so that they see debug logs.



3. How to use plugin in a simple e-commerce website

1. Add product to your cart
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2. After Proceed to checkout, clients can see our Open Payment Gateway as a default payment 
gateway to proceed
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3. After place order, it will be redirected to Open Widget
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On the left, information about order amount and remaining and countdown for 1h, clients must 
make payments during this period of time. On the right, generated wallet addresses. These addresses 
are actually generated by Open Platform. 

Figure 16
Because user enabled test mode, and chose Ethereum and Binance, Open API generated two

addresses and connected to Ropsten and Binance Test Smart chain networks.



4. How to track blockchain payments

1. Let us make payments using Metamask to Binance address
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2. After successful transaction, our widget automatically updated
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          3. Let us make payments using Metamask to Ropsten address
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4. After successful transaction, our widget automatically updated
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5. You can also see transactions by clicking addresses
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6. If clients made enough payments, status will be updated to completed
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5. How it works?

Figure 24

We get rates when clients made payment for all allowed blockchains and give them in given 
period finish their payments. 


